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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for the opportunity to review this manuscript. The authors have conducted a study to investigate the prevalence of registration among dose-response meta-analyses (DRMA) and to compare the reporting and methodological quality of DRMA with and without a registration or published protocol.

While I think this is a relevant topic and an interesting study, there are some major issues I am concerned about.

The authors limited their study to DRMA, which leads to a very small number of included studies (n = 45). I think the study and its significance would be improved by a wider inclusion of meta-analyses. The definition of registration and published protocol is rather broad including heterogeneous registration methods. Almost half of all included DRMA with a registration or a published protocol were funded by the World Cancer Research Fund UK with a study protocol reported at their website and 14 of the studies were published by the same first author, which might limit the generalizability. Presentation of methods and results is partly unclear.

1) Introduction:
Overall, this is a clear and well written introduction, only the limitation to DRMA does not seem reasonable to me. How exactly should these DRMA differ to other meta-analyses, e.g. those on efficacy.

2) Methods:

a) How did the authors define meta-analysis and was a thorough systematic review component required? Otherwise some items of the PRISMA and AMSTAR checklists might not be applicable. This could lead to a difference between cases and controls (with more meta-analyses without a thorough systematic review component in controls) which would affect the results.
b) Page 4, line 15-25: The authors only write about registered DRMA but also included those meta-analyses with a published protocol but no registration, as this is a difference, I would prefer to mention both or otherwise be consistent and explain once that registration means that a DRMA had a prospective protocol (registration or protocol publication) and use the same term throughout the manuscript (see also title and abstract).

c) Did the independent variable has to be continuously (e.g. sleep duration in minutes) or could it also be a categorical variable (e.g. sleep duration in 2-hour intervals)?

d) Please be more precise about the inclusion criteria of included meta-analyses: Did you include meta-analyses on all kinds of included studies, meta-analyses on RCTs and cohort studies but also on observational studies?

e) Consider to explain why you limited your search to studies published after 2010 (because PROSPERO was launched in 2011? Very few DRMA were published before 2011?), in this way, it will be easier for the reader to understand the rationale for this limitation of the period of time.

f) The search terms mentioned in the methods section are not consistent with the search strategy in the appendix (but rather limited to one part of the search). Consider just referring to the appendix or otherwise you should describe your search terms in a more comprehensive way.

g) Study selection process: "...they read the full texts together to check against the eligibility criteria ... For each of the steps, the authors carefully cross-checked the assessment of eligibility, collected data, and assessed the methodological and reporting quality."

a) Was the full-text screening (and data extraction) done independently by the authors or together?

h) „Those DRMAs claiming registration or protocol publication, which failed to provide any details and cannot be obtained by our further attempt (searching the websites of the institution of the first and corresponding author), were not treated as such."

b) I am not sure if searching the websites of the institutions of the first and corresponding author is sufficient. Searching PubMed and PROSPERO seems to be a better way to identify further protocols.
i) Page 7, line 12-15: What is about the option „not applicable“? Some of the items might be not applicable for some meta-analyses.

j) Please specify which test for normality was used.

k) The definition of registration and published protocol is rather broad including meta-analyses with a supplemented protocol and those referring to a protocol reported on a homepage. Though you discuss this point as a limitation of this study, you should also explain the rationale for this definition in the method section, especially, as the introduction is just referring to the advantages of RROSPERO (page 4, line 31-35).

3) Results:

a) It would be interesting to analyze how the proportion of registered DRMA compared to those not registered changed over the years. It would be expected that this proportion increased during the last years.

b) Table 1: How did you differentiate between general and specialist journal?

c) Table 1: Why did you not calculate a p-value for the AMSTAR and PRSIMA score at the end of table 1?

d) Appendix 4: Please check the appendix table 4. The column for the registration information does not fit to most of the studies (e.g. Aune et al. registered their protocol not within PROSPERO but have a protocol at the website of the WCRF, the protocol of Kelly et al. is registered within PROSPERO and not at the website of the WCRF…).

e) What did you do if a DRMA had two different registrations or if a protocol was registered and published? For each study there was just one registration mentioned but e.g. Ju et al. registered their protocol at PROSPERO and clinicaltrials.gov.

f) Table 2: Consider providing proportions and p-values for cases and controls instead of the numbers and rate differences (as these are no rate differences), this could improve readability.
Page 9, line 10: What do you mean by „mean score of methodological quality”? Did you mean the mean score of AMSTAR? How can there be a difference in the mean score of methodological quality but not in the median score of AMSTAR?

The presentation of the results in the result section is much too detailed (many numbers, confidence intervals and p-values) especially with regard to the small number of included studies you might consider to refer to the numbers in the tables more often instead of mention all of them in the text.

4) Discussion:

a) It should be critically discussed that many of the included DRMA are from the same authors, as the quality of a meta-analysis will in the first line depend on the authors conducting it rather than from the registration alone.

b) Page 11, line 31: "AMSTAR and PRISMA checklist were wildly used…" I guess you mean "widely" instead of "wildly"
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